The total cross sections are important ingredients for the current and future neutrino oscillation experiments. We present measurements of the total charged-current neutrino and antineutrino cross sections on scintillator (CH) in the NuMI low-energy beamline using an in situ prediction of the shape of the flux as a function of neutrino energy from 2-50 GeV. This flux prediction takes advantage of the fact that neutrino and antineutrino interactions with low nuclear recoil energy (ν) have a nearly constant cross section as a function of incident neutrino energy. This measurement is the lowest energy application of the low-ν flux technique, the first time it has been used in the NuMI antineutrino beam configuration, and demonstrates that the technique is applicable to future neutrino beams operating at multi-GeV energies. The cross section measurements presented are the most precise measurements to date below 5 GeV. 
Cross section measurements are challenged by imperfect knowledge of the incoming neutrino and antineutrino fluxes. Fluxes can be predicted using detailed beamline simulations benchmarked with an array of external hadron production data [3, 10, 11], constrained using in situ tertiary muon production measurements [12] , or measured using well understood processes such as neutrinoelectron scattering [13] . Because the flux is the largest uncertainty in most cross section measurements, constraining the flux using multiple independent techniques is important.
The low-ν method for flux estimation was proposed by Mishra [14] , pioneered by the CCFR collaboration [15] , and used by the NuTeV [16] and MINOS [17] collaborations. The inclusive charged-current scattering cross section for neutrinos can be expressed in terms of neutrino energy (E ν ), the energy transferred to the nucleus (recoil energy or ν), and the Bjorken scaling variable (x) as
where G F is the Fermi constant, M is the struck nucleon's mass, F 2 and xF 3 are structure functions, R L is the structure function ratio F 2 /(2xF 1 ), and the "+" is for ν µ and the "−" is forν µ [18] . If one limits the finalstate phase space to events with ν less than some cutoff ν 0 (where ν 0 ≪ E ν ) the terms proportional to ν/E ν , ν/E 2 ν , and ν 2 /E 2 ν are small, yielding a cross section that is approximately constant as a function of neutrino energy. The low-ν restricted cross section deviates from constant both due to the finite value of ν 0 in practical applications and due to the small Q 2 dependence (Bjorken scaling violation) of the structure functions [19] . While the formulation in Eq. 1 is only strictly true in the DIS regime, the low-ν technique is still applicable at lower momentum transfer since one is restricting the sample to a uniform final-state phase space and a correspondingly small range of Q 2 . Cross sections for neutrino-nucleon scattering from the quasi-elastic (QE) regime through resonance production do have energy dependencies, especially for E ν = 1 GeV. Corrections for these effects and the associated systematic uncertainties will be discussed later in this paper.
The shape of the neutrino charged-current event spectrum for ν < ν 0 can therefore be used to determine the shape of the neutrino flux as a function of E ν , with the absolute normalization determined by scaling the flux such that the extracted inclusive cross section matches the world average at larger E ν where it is most precisely measured. This paper reports measurements of the shape of the neutrino and antineutrino charged-current inclusive cross sections using neutrino fluxes determined by the low-ν interactions with data from the MINERvA experiment [18] . Enabled by the low threshold and good energy resolution of the detector, these measurements cover an energy range that extends to lower energies than previous measurements [20] , and represent an important demonstration of the low-ν flux technique for future experiments operating in the few-GeV region.
The MINERvA detector is a finely-segmented solidscintillator detector consisting of a fully-active tracker region surrounded by electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters [21, 22] . The events for this analysis occur in the 5.57-ton fiducial region of the tracker. The tracker is composed, by weight, of 7.5% hydrogen, 88% carbon, 3.2% oxygen, and smaller quantities of more massive nuclei, and has a 15% excess of protons over neutrons. The magnetized MINOS near detector [23] , located 2 m downstream of the MINERvA detector, serves as a tracking muon spectrometer.
The detectors are located in the NuMI neutrino beamline at Fermilab [2] . The beam is produced by sending 120 GeV protons to a two interaction length graphite target. The resulting pions and kaons are focused by a pair of magnetic horns and decay in a 675 m helium-filled decay pipe to produce neutrinos. The resulting broad-band neutrino energy spectrum peaks at approximately 3 GeV but extends from below 1 GeV up to 120 GeV. The horns can be set to focus either positive pions producing a ν µ -enhanced beam (forward horn current or FHC) or negative pions producing anν µ -enhanced beam (reverse horn current or RHC). The analysis reported here includes the dominant FHC ν µ and RHCν µ samples, referred to as the "focused" samples, and the minority RHC ν µ and FHCν µ samples, referred to as the "defocused" samples. The data in this study were recorded between March 2010 and April 2012 in the "low-energy" configuration of the target and horns. The FHC (RHC) data represent 3.175 × 10 20 (1.09 × 10 20 ) protons on target (POT).
Neutrino interactions in MINERvA are reconstructed by first sorting energy deposits into temporally associated groups called "time slices," and then the hits within a time slice are sorted into spatially associated "clusters" within each scintillator layer. Co-linear clusters within a time slice are used to reconstruct tracks through the tracker and calorimeter regions. Tracks in MINOS are identified in a similar way. Events are required to have one MINERvA track matched to a track in MINOS, and that track is identified as coming from a muon. The MINOS-match requirement limits the angular acceptance of muons to within roughly 20
• of the beam axis and imposes an energy threshold on muon identification of 1.5 GeV. The momentum of the muon can be determined by either range or curvature in the MINOS detector. To reduce backgrounds, muons are required to have their charge reconstructed with greater than 3.3σ significance. Each event is assigned a vertex by tracking the muon upstream through the interaction region until no energy is seen in an upstream cone around the track. Events are required to have a reconstructed vertex within the tracker fiducial volume. The recoil energy is reconstructed calorimetrically from clusters in the tracker and downstream calorimeters that are not associated with the muon and are within a 55 ns window of the muon's clusters. The reconstructed neutrino energy is the sum of the muon and recoil energies [21] .
The MINERvA simulation uses the genie package 1 for neutrino interactions [24] . The flux is simulated using a geant4 simulation 2 with corrections to reproduce external hadron production data [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] where the external data are scaled to different incident particle energies using the fluka simulation [34, 35] . The version of the flux used in this analysis was released in 2013 and used in early MINERvA publications [11, 13] . To model the detector reposonse a geant4 simulation 3 is combined with a model for the readout chain, and the latter is tuned to match the detector response to muons in data. The statistics of the simulation is a factor of 10 above the data statistics.
The cross section in bins of E ν is computed as
where D is the reconstructed inclusive interaction yield, B is the background yield predicted by the simulation, U is an unfolding operation, ǫ is the acceptance correction, Φ is the neutrino flux, T is the number of target nucleons in the fiducial volume, and ∆E ν is the width of the neutrino energy bin. The flux is determined using the low-ν sub-sample of the data:
where the subscript ν indicates that the data, background, acceptance, unfolding, and cross sections have been restricted to ν < ν 0 , which is known as the "flux" sample. The small E ν dependence of the low-ν cross section introduces a shape-dependence to the yield of flux sample events apart from the flux, these variations are corrected for by dividing by the low-ν cross section, σ ν = σ(ν < ν 0 , E ν ), as predicted, by the genie simulation. The low-ν flux is then normalized such that the extracted inclusive charged-current cross section matches the world average between 9 and 12 GeV. The low-ν normalization factor, described in more detail below, is denoted by η.
1 genie version 2.6.2 with the GRV98LO parton density functions. The event samples used for the flux determinations reported here utilize a ν < ν 0 cut, with ν 0 varying based on reconstructed neutrino energy. The ν 0 cut choice is a balance between competing concerns. Selecting a larger ν 0 will select more data and yield smaller statistical uncertainties in the flux. Selecting a smaller ν 0 will reduce the energy dependence of the low-ν cross section, and hence the flux-model dependence. As neutrino energy decreases for a given ν 0 cut, the fraction of the inclusive sample that is also in the low-ν flux sample (the overlap fraction) increases, which increases correlations between the low-ν flux and the inclusive cross section.
Measurements by MINERvA and other experiments show disagreement with genie predictions for both quasielastic scattering [5, 7, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and ∆ resonance production [41, 42] , which both are largely contained below ν = 300 MeV suggesting a lower limit on the ν 0 cut to reduce sensitivities to mis-modeling. By selecting ν 0 ≥ 300 MeV for all neutrino energy regions, discrepancies between data and simulations at low energy transfer should appear as a nearly constant offset in each neutrino energy bin of the flux sample (due to their identically restricted final-state phase spaces) and are significantly constrained by the normalization technique. Given the competing concerns, the cross section and flux extraction procedure is repeated in parallel for three ν 0 cuts in three energy regions, with the resulting fluxes crossnormalized by independently varying the normalization factors (η) for the flux in each neutrino energy range.
The minimum neutrino energy for each ν 0 cut is set to keep the fraction of cross section events that pass the low-ν cut in each bin less than 50%: ν 0 = 300 MeV for E ν > 2 GeV, ν 0 = 800 MeV for E ν > 5 GeV, and ν 0 = 2 GeV for E ν > 9 GeV (c.f. Fig. 1 ). In the lowestν µ bin this condition is not met with the low-ν sample fraction rising to 67%. Fig. 2 shows the focused ν µ andν µ yields for the inclusive and ν 0 = 300 MeV samples.
The background in the selected samples is dominated by muon charge misreconstruction, and the background fraction is determined from the simulation. This fraction is negligible for the focused samples, but up to 5% for the defocused samples. The simulated yield (reconstructed signal plus background) is scaled to the data in each energy bin before the background subtraction. The data after background subtraction are unfolded to true neutrino energy to remove detector resolution and biases in muon and recoil energy reconstruction using two-iteration Bayesian unfolding [43] . The migration probabilities are summarized in matrices of true versus reconstructed neutrino energy that are evaluated independently for each sample using the simulation. The neutrino energy binning is chosen to keep the bin migration well below 50% to control the bin-to-bin correlations in the unfolded distributions.
The acceptance correction is derived from simulation and primarily accounts for reconstruction inefficiency due to the MINOS track-matching requirement. The acceptance also corrects for migration into, or out of, the fiducial volume and migration across the ν 0 cut in the flux samples. In the low-ν samples, where most of the neutrino energy is transferred to the muon, the acceptance is greater (rising to 70% at 5 GeV and 90% at 20 GeV) than in the inclusive samples (rising to 40% at 5 GeV and 60% at 20 GeV). The energy dependence of σ ν arising from both the non-zero value of ν 0 and the small Q 2 dependence of the structure functions is evaluated utilizing the genie neutrino interaction simulation (Fig. 3) .
The normalization of the extracted flux (Eq. 3) is performed successively for each ν 0 cut yielding a set of three normalizations. The ν 0 = 2 GeV flux sample is normalized such that the extracted total cross section matches an externally measured value in the 9-12 GeV bin. The normalization energy is selected to be high enough that σ(E ν )/E ν is approximately constant but low enough to mitigate statistical uncertainties. The ν 0 = 800 MeV result is then cross-normalized to the ν 0 = 2 GeV result to minimize the χ 2 difference for 9 GeV < E ν < 22 GeV. The ν 0 = 300 MeV result is then cross-normalized to the ν 0 = 800 MeV results for 5 GeV < E ν < 22 GeV.
To compare these cross sections to prior measurements, which are on different nuclei, we report isoscalarcorrected cross sections by multiplying by the ratio of the per nucleon cross sections on C 12 and the mix of materials in MINERvA as derived from the genie simulation. The isoscalar correction for neutrinos varies from 0.96 at low energies to 0.98 at high energies, while the correction for antineutrinos is essentially constant at 1.03.
The systematic uncertainties on the shapes of the flux and cross section measurements originate from a variety of sources. The MINOS collaboration reports a 2% uncertainty on range-based momentum measurements [23] . The systematic uncertainty of a curvature-based measurement is driven by the uncertainty on the magnetic field model of the detector with uncertainties of 0.6% for p µ > 1 GeV/c and 2.5% for p µ < 1 GeV/c, which is added in quadrature to the range-based uncertainty [21] . The simulated efficiency for the muon reconstruction is benchmarked by extrapolating reconstructed tracks in each detector and measuring the rate of failures in the other detector.
The systematic uncertainty on the calorimetric reconstruction of ν is estimated by convolving individual particle uncertainties into the genie model's ensemble of final states. The uncertainties on the proton (10%) and meson (5%) calorimetric responses are derived from test beam studies. 4 The uncertainty on the electromagnetic (e ± , π 0 , γ) response (3%) is derived from studies of Michel electrons [21] , the π 0 mass peak [45] , and a test beam study [44] . The neutron response uncertainty (15%) is based on comparisons between measured inelastic cross sections of neutrons on carbon and geant4 simulations of those measurements. At low ν, where QE final states dominate, the uncertainty approaches 10% (15%) for neutrinos (antineutrinos). At high ν, where the majority of the recoil energy is carried by charged and neutral pions, the uncertainty approaches 6% for both neutrinos and antineutrinos.
Biases in the recoil energy measurement can come from both accidental activity in the detector and from muon bremsstrahlung. Because the recoil energy measurement comes from summing all the energy in the detector within a 55 ns time window, energy from other neutrino interactions coincident with the neutrino interaction of interest will be added to the recoil energy. Furthermore, the primary muon in the event may undergo large energy loss when the muon produces knock-on electrons or emits a photon via bremsstrahlung. These secondary particles travel some distance from the muon's trajectory and may not be associated with the muon during reconstruction, which again leads to an overestimate of the recoil energy.
Accidental activity is modeled by overlaying a single simulated neutrino interaction onto a randomly selected data spill. Then, we compare the off-track energy for muon tracks between data and a simulation that includes accidental activity. The small data-simulation difference is added as a correction to the recoil energy simulation.
The low-ν flux shape measurement is largely insensitive to the neutrino flux used in the simulation. Uncertainties in the shape of this simulated flux, however, could subtly affect the unfolding correction. The flux uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the external hadron-production measurements [11] . There are also uncertainties in modeling the beamline focusing system [46] . For the portion of the flux produced by interactions on nuclei that are not covered by external data (e.g. the aluminum horns and steel decay-pipe walls) the systematic uncertainties are derived from the spread between different hadronic interaction models [11] . The effect of these uncertainties in the initial flux are found to be negligible, as verified by a data-driven test described later in the paper.
The uncertainties in the genie simulation are evaluated based on recommendations from the GENIE Collaboration and incorporate uncertainties in the external data used to tune their models [47] . The most significant uncertainties in the low-ν flux shape measurement, and hence the cross section measurement, are related to QE scattering and resonance production, which dominate the low-ν samples.
There are two important nuclear effects that have not yet been incorporated into the GENIE version used for the test beam program which would have reduced these uncertainties. Area-normalized event yields as a function of ν for νµ events with 3 < Eν < 4 GeV (left) and 9 < Eν < 12 GeV (right). The square points are data plotted with statistical uncertainties, the red line is the default genie prediction with shape-only systematic uncertainties, and the blue line is the modified prediction including RPA and MEC effects.
this analysis. The random phase approximation (RPA) model incorporates long-range nucleon-nucleon correlations resulting in a reduced inclusive cross section at low energy transfers. The meson exchange current (MEC) model describes a process in which nucleons within a nucleus exchange momentum via a pion during the interaction resulting in two-nucleon final states and an increased cross section in the kinematics between the QE and ∆ production processes. Since the default genie model does not simulate these processes, a genie implementation [48] based on the Valencia model [49] was employed to evaluate their effects on the QE process, which include a suppression for ν < 200 MeV and modest enhancement at higher ν (Fig. 4) . The agreement between the neutrino data and simulation is significantly improved with the RPA and MEC models [40] . The entire difference between the genie default prediction and the prediction including the RPA and MEC models is taken as the systematic uncertainty for these nuclear effects. The same uncertainty is also applied to the antineutrino analysis.
The genie Collaboration recommends a large uncertainty on the charged-current quasi-elastic axial mass (M CCQE A ) to cover observed discrepancies in experimental data [47] . This large range is intended to cover unmodeled effects like the those in the RPA and MEC models. Since those uncertainties are directly assessed, as described above, the large M CCQE A variations are not included in the systematic uncertainty of the interaction model. Instead a smaller estimated (2%) variation, resulting from an analysis of exclusive-state measurements from precision measurements [50] , is evaluated and has a negligible effect.
This low-ν-flux analysis results in the shape of the neutrino fluxes that are then used to determine the shapes of the charged-current inclusive cross sections for neutrinos and antineutrinos. The fluxes are normalized to reproduce inclusive total cross sections between 9 < E ν < 12 GeV. The ν µ inclusive cross section normalization is taken from the NOMAD experiment [10] a cross section measurement with 3.6% systematic uncertainty between 9 < E ν < 12 GeV. No correspondingly precise single measurement exists forν µ . Theν µ normalization is instead set to the predictions from the genie simulation, which is tuned to the world's inclusive data.
The uncertainty is derived according to the prescribed genie model parameter uncertainties and evaluates to 10.6%. The normalization process adds a flat uncertainty that is the quadrature sum of the external uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty in the normalization bin. The resulting normalization factors (η from Eq. 3) are listed in Table I for each sample. A value of η < 1 indicates that data prefer a lower low-ν cross section than modeled in the genie simulation. The resulting normalized neutrino and antineutrino fluxes are shown in Fig. 5 for both the FHC and the RHC beam configurations. The external normalization uncertainty dominates over the shape-dependent uncertainties 5 . Muon energy reconstruction also contributes a significant uncertainty at lower neutrino energies as the measured shape of the flux is determined from low-ν events where the majority of the energy goes into the final-state muon. Each of the flux results show a similar deficit in lower energies (2-5 GeV) and a modest excess at higher energies when compared to a priori flux estimations.
An independent in situ flux constraint can be obtained by measuring neutrino elastic scattering off atomic electrons. A purely leptonic process, the cross section is precisely calculable, allowing a measurement of the integrated neutrino flux based on the observed interaction rate. The MINERvA electron-scattering analysis [13] agrees better (at the 10% level) with the fluxes measured by this analysis than the version of the flux used in the simulation [11] . Figure 6 shows the isoscalar-corrected inclusive charged-current cross sections for both ν µ andν µ with 5 Tables with error breakdowns and covariance matrices combined statistical and systematic uncertainties 6 . By definition, the systematic uncertainties collapse to the normalization uncertainty in the 9-12 GeV bin. The ν µ cross section uncertainty is dominated by the normalization, except in the lowest energy bin where the genie model and the calorimetric reconstruction each contribute significantly to the uncertainties. Theν µ cross section uncertainty is dominated by the normalization uncertainty, except at high energies where the statistical uncertainty is significant.
As a cross-check the cross section analysis is also performed using the "defocused" samples (neutrinos in RHC and antineutrinos in FHC). The polarity of the MINOS magnet is set to defocus the muons in these samples resulting in a significantly different acceptance correction. In the focused samples the backgrounds are negligible while in the defocused samples there are substantial backgrounds from charge-misidentified muons in MINOS. The extracted cross sections from the defocused and focused samples agree to within their statistical uncertainties. Another cross check is to repeat the analysis starting with the extracted low-ν fluxes instead of the simulated fluxes to check for consistency. The resulting cross sections are consistent to better than 1% in every bin, which verifies that the extracted cross sections are insensitive to the initially assumed simulated fluxes. Figure 6 compares the measured isoscalar-corrected charged-current inclusive ν µ cross section to the MI-NOS [17] , T2K [51] [52] [53] , CCFR [15] , Argoneut [54, 55] IHEP-JINR [56] , NOMAD [10], NuTeV [16] , CDHS [57] , and IHEP-ITEP [58] measurements. MINOS measured inclusive cross sections on iron using the low-ν flux technique. T2K measured the cross sections in the ND280 and INGRID detectors. The T2K flux was determined from a simulation of their beamline constrained by particle production data. For this comparison, the T2K results were isoscalar corrected with a value of 1.043 for the scintillator data point (0.85 GeV), and a value of 0.98 for the iron data points (1.1, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.3 GeV) derived from the MINOS correction [59] . The results of this analysis agree with the NOMAD and MINOS results within uncertainties, but extend to lower energies. Figure 6 also compares the measured isoscalarcorrected charged-currentν µ inclusive cross section to the MINOS [17] , IHEP-ITEP [58] , and IHEP-JINR [56] , CCFR [15] , Argoneut [54, 55] , NuTeV [16] , and CDHS [57] measurements. Not shown are the Gargamelle [60] and SciBooNE [6] results, which reported less precise neutrino cross sections within the plotted energy range. This analysis and the IHEP-JINR results are the only measurements of the energy dependence of the charged-current inclusive antineutrino cross section below 5 GeV.
In summary, the low-ν flux technique described in this paper yields a total charged-current inclusive cross section shape measurement on CH for both neutrinos and antineutrinos in the 2 through 9 GeV region, which is precisely the region that the current and future oscillation experiments using totally active detectors will occur. Unlike the measurements of the individual processes (quasielastic, pion production) the total cross section measurements agree with the genie simulation and prior data to within their uncertainties but extend to lower neutrino energies than other precision measurements. A byproduct of this analysis is the ν µ andν µ flux measurements, both for the forward and reverse horn polarities that have been used in the Low Energy NuMI beamline configuration. This is the first time a low-ν-based technique has been used in the NuMI antineutrino-enhanced beam tune. This measurement is the lowest energy application of the low-ν flux technique, and demonstrates that the technique is applicable to future neutrino beams operating at multi-GeV energies. /GeV/nucleon) and uncertainties including statistical, external normalization, and shape-dependent systematic errors. The shape-dependent uncertainties are further broken down into the largest categories including reconstruction uncertainties, uncertainties associated with the nuclear model, and the remaining categories of uncertainties outlined in the text. The nuclear model uncertainties are further broken down into their largest components. Note that the values and uncertainties are not bin width normalized. 
